
GREAT FOR:

Whether it’s for a warm up or phrases in a song, 

focusing on your singer’s breath will drastically 

improve the quality of your vocal production.

HOW TO:

TOOL #1 :  S INGER’S  BREATH
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control & expression

> focus point (voice practice)

Taking a low, expansive breath is similar to that 

of a yogic breath. The practice of deep breathing 

has immediate and long lasting results for our 

body & brain.

> meditation & yoga

Place one hand over your belly area and the other on 

your chest. Practice feeling the difference between a 

‘high’ breath and a ‘low’ breath by taking a big inhale & 

exhale in each area. Switch areas on each breath cycle.

isolation breath <

Imagine that from your bellybutton all around your 

back is a rubber band. On your inhalation, feel the 

rubber band expand in every direction, keeping your 

chest & shoulders down.

rubber band breath <

GREAT FOR:

Sing on a voiced consonant to practice sustaining 

your breath and holding long phrases.

LIST OF VOICED CONSONANTS:

TOOL #2:  VOICED CONSONANTS

> breath control

*Nasal voiced consonants aid in feeling the 

sensations of the sound in the face and taking 

the pressure off of the throat.

> feeling sensations

v — 

z — 

*m — 

*n — 

*ng —> mix /  belt

*See above (feeling sensations)
*Nasal voiced consonants



GREAT FOR:

The different registers naturally have different 

qualities of sound. Practice accessing and 

experimenting with different timbres, colors, and 

styles. (Ex: Head voice is often associated with 

classical music, while mix is with musical theatre 

and pop.) The more comfortable you feel in your 

registers, the more you can incorporate them into 

anything that you sing!

> exploring ful l  spectrum of voice! HEAD VOICE
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TOOL #3:  THE  REGISTERS

MIX VOICE

CHEST VOICE

FALSETTO

MIX VOICE

CHEST VOICE

MEN WOMEN= breaks / “awkward zones”

GREAT FOR:

Myth: We sing from our throats. The less our throat/

neck area is involved, the better it will feel & sound!

PLACES TO “FEEL”:

TOOL #4:  SENSATIONS

> releasing tension in throat behind top teeth 
mustache area (above upper l ip)  

t ip of  nose 
cheekbones 

third eye point 
eyebrows 

top of  head 
Sound travels more the less it’s in our throat.  
*See above

> forward resonance

GREAT FOR: FUN ASSIGNMENT:

TOOL #5:  THE  STRAW

> eff iciently warming up voice (1) Pick any phrase from a song 

(2) Sing the phrase in the straw 

(3) Grab a glass of water (half full) 

(4) Sing the phrase in the straw dipped in the water  

(5) Make bubbles on every note! 

> recovering from hoarseness/i l lness

> practicing challenging phrases

> releasing tension in throat 

l!

hi"
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TOOL #1 :  DYNAMICS

p 
 

so!

mp 
 

medium so!

mf 
 

medium loud

f  
 

loud

ff  
 

very loud

pp 
 

very so!

TOOL #2:  ARTICULATION

get louder (crescendo) get so!er (decrescendo)

EXAMPLE:

> —
bouncy/short 

‘staccato’
connected/smooth 

‘slur’ or ‘legato’
sharp/loud 

‘accent’
heavy/lean 

‘tenuto’

EXAMPLE:

TOOL #3:  RIFF ING

EXAMPLE:

Note: Riffing is o!en an improvised performance and not o!en notated in music.  
When it is, the ‘slur' is used to distinguish the group of notes to be sung over one syllable.


